On a Class of Transcendent Solutions in the
Some time ago we had presented the complete self-similarity integral to Ernst equations in the Einstein-Maxwell theory [l] . Recently, in a search aiming at extending this procedure [2] , we described a method to obtain solutions expressed in Painleve's fifth transcendents as solutions to Emst equations [31,
Here 6 and + correspond to the gravitational and electromagnetic complex potentials, respectively. In case that ( and 7 happen to be geodesic with respect to both of the two harmonic functions v and 0, separately, a theorem was proved showing that the foregoing equations are satisfied, provided the constraint condition holds. In most of the exact solutions, however, metric functions fail to satisfy the geodesic requirement and, unless they are brought into such form by reparametrization, the theorem loses its meaning.
were parametrized as (3) In this note we want to comment on our previous work where 5 and
It can directly be checked that, while and 7: are geodesic with respect to v, they fail to satisfy the same requirement with respect to fi, hence the stated theorem does not apply in this case as well.
The Einstein-Maxwell (EM) Lagrangian has the form
The fact that this Lagrangian bears no trace of fi prompts us to relax the harmonic requirement from fi, however, this remains true as long as we choose our base manifold as
The configuration manifold (M') is as before [l] ,
and the energy functional of the harmonic map f:Mo-+M' yields the Lagrangian (4). A basic question with utmost importance remaining yet is how to relate MO, with the cylindrical metric M , with ds2 = dp2 + dx2 + p2 dF2, which is essential to preserve the axial symmetry. We consider the harmonic map from M into MO, however, it is known that the composition of two harmonic maps need not be harmonic. From this corollary [41 we deduce that once a composition is harmonic by construction, it does not guarantee that each joint map of the combination will be harmonic. It turns out that under the map between M and MO, MO must reduce to M , implying that we are left with the unique choice v = logp and 0 = x . (Similarly, for space-times that admit two space-like Killing vectors, the choice v=logp and 0 = t, will yield a transcendental solution.)
In conclusion, the Lagrangian (4) describes transcendent e.m. fields on the base manifold MO-at the cost of axial symmetry-where v is harmonic and fi is arbitrary (provided J(v, 0)/(p, x ) # 0). But whenever we consider the base manifold to be cylindrical, then the transcendental class has a unique element, which is the one given by LEAUTE and MARCILHACY [ 5 ] .
